Wisconsin is requiring “safe and sound” practices of
its residents, businesses and institutions. CHRYSPAC
is “an essential business service” complying with
these practices and has implemented protocols
advised by the Center for Disease Control, the World
Health Organization as well as state and local health
authorities for the protection our employees,
customers and suppliers.
Our safety protocols require:
- avoiding unnecessary face-to-face meetings
- substituting email, phone and video means of communication as alternatives
- pickup and delivery personnel are being restricted to a small area inside our plant
- non-essential admin staff is working remotely
- implemented additional cleaning procedures to maintain a safe work environment
- workers are maintaining social distancing of at least 6 feet seperation
- all workers required to wear face mask and gloves
- continuous education and communications on condition changes and updates

- Still working for YOU!

CHRYSPAC is a 20‐year old ISO‐9000‐2015 certified company that provides Offsite Workforce Solutions
including assembly, kitting, inventory management and fulfillment. Our services are customized to mirror
our customers’ in‐house processes and may include capital investment in equipment for long‐term
projects. Contact us to learn about our professionally managed workforce augmentation solution. We can
provide a fixed cost that will lower your Total Cost of Operation. Our 33,000 square foot facility is
conveniently located across from Mitchell International Airport.

130 West Edgerton Avenue
Mi
Milwaukee, WI 53207

Total Cost of Ownership should drive Outsource decision-making

CONTROLLED RISK:
Professionally managed staff
of a highly skilled workforce
with inherent abilities for
consistent craftsman level
workmanship & 10-year
average tenure

CUSTOM QUALITY
SOLUTIONS:
Services are flexible and
tailored to the unique
requirements of each
customer to mirror in-house
production

JUST-IN-TIME SERVICE:
Flexible workforce to
accommodate the ebb and
flow of customer demands
with a commitment to ship
dates and supply chain
expectations

QUALITY:
We employ lean
manufacturing
techniques and
certified ISO
9001:2015 quality
procedures to achieve
cost effectiveness and
exceptional quality.

CUSTOM QUALITY SOLUTIONS
414.744.8550

FLEXIBILITY:
Long-term, Seasonal,
or remedial projects
are scalable with no
minimums

MODERN FACILITY:
33,000 sq ft facility with six
loading docks, agile working
and storage space, inventory
management, shipping and
documentation

TOTAL COST:
Cost of service is
based on time studies
performed to specific
work instructions for
per part pricing with
progress invoicing
MISSION:
Creating a work
environment that
encourages, teamwork,
innovation, creativity
and personal pride
in providing quality
customer service

www.Chryspac.com

